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Challenges in Bachelor GDM
Challenges Grade 1

Drop out rates
Low success rates

Closer to reality

Challenges Grade 3

Real life setting
Discover ‘new’ abilities

General Challenge: 
New educational methods

Peer Assisted Learning ??
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Challenges grade 1: Drop out because of variety of reasonsEspecially for one course, Audio Video, giving students some very basic theory elements:  low succes rate: only 49 % succeeded for their exams critic that it was too theoretical�Challenges grade 3:  give students something new, to give them possibilities to show what they’ve learned during the bachelor program; at the same time to open up some new possibilities for themGeneral challenge: aiming to be an innovative educators, not just with innovative content, but also in methods



Peer Assisted Learning

• Similar groupings
• Not professional teachers
• Helping each other to learn
• Learning by teaching
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Generally agreed on definition by Topping and Ehly: “people from similar groupings, who are not professional teachers, helping each other to learn and by doing so, learning themselves.



Project 1: ‘Audio&Video’ 2008

Tutor
Grade 3: 

Produce Video

Tutor
Grade 3: 

Give feedback
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Grade 1: 

Discussion
Apply

theoretical
concepts
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Grade three students: “tutor”: coach of the first-grade studentsGroup of grade 1 students, tutees, was assigned to each of the tutorsBy means of an online forum, the tutees were able to apply the knowledge they got from the theoretical lessons in their course, on the cideo as produced by their tutor.They asked forr inforamtion, tried to apply the concepts on the practice, therefore going into discussion with their tutors. Tutors tried to answer their question, to give feedback; some of the ideas of the tutees was very useful for the tutor to even strengthen the video he had already drafted. 
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Roles of the teacher
Tutor
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Tutor coach
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Evaluation Project 1
• Tutees: 

– Increased ‘task-related’ learning outcome
• Motivation 
• Intensive individual coaching
• Responsibility

– Increased communicative and social skill

• Tutors: 
– Deep-level learning
– Increased communicative and social skill
– Increased coaching skill
– Increased self-reflection skill
– Increased knowledge of own competencies and self-confidence
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Both groups gained from the project. Better learning outcomes through: Increased motivationIntensive caohcing, more intensvie because there are much more tutors than there are teachers availableHigher sense of responisibilityFrom 49 to 61 percent of the students succeeded in the exams. But laso for grade 3 students: Deeplevel learning through Have to explain how I use this theory in practice- self-reflection skill: one student told us during the evaluation: this really made me think for the first time why things I do are important. - own competencies and self-confideence: some students had no idea they were good coaches, or that they lioked to coch other people. Example of one student who, when he graduated, started a short course to become a teacher in multimedia , based on his tutorial experience. 



Evaluation Project 1
Learning points

• PAL requires:
– Tutor training and coaching
– Communication about purpose
– Stable forum 
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Challenges addressed: increase of success rates fril 49 to 61 percent-higher social cohesion (observation, reported by teachers))Higher involvement (reported by teachers)Deep level learning with tutorsCaoching and trainig sjkills ???



Project 2: ‘Audio&Video’ 2009

Identical concept

Adaptations
• Stable forum
• Tutor training
• Elaborated tutor guide & tutee guide



Tutor training Tutor and Tutee
Guide

• Why PAL 
• Content
• Communicative skills

• Feedback
• Instruction
• Coaching

• Roles of the tutor
• Best of 2008

• Why PAL 
• Concrete 

Assignment
• Roles of Tutees
• Roles of Tutors
• Roles of Teachers
• Reward and 

evaluation
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In our case: especially feedback training, because: content was very well known, was elaborated throughout the bachelor program; and instruction nor presentation were really necessary, as instruction was given by the teachers.Tutor trainingReward: In our case: 1 ECTS (calculated as certain number of time that students had to invest.  other possibilities: for instance a certificate addendum of the diplme, which canb a extra sset when finding a job afterwards; or in one case: peer-teaching was used during a summer course, and students were paid to do the job instead of teachers: see it as kind of  student holiday job. Reward for year 3 students, can be internal motivation, or external motivation



Roles of the tutor
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Organisator

Content 
coach

Content 
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Project 3: ‘GDM’ 2009
Tutees

Make website
Tutors give
feedback

Part assignment 1

Part assignment 5

Part assignment 2

Part assignment 3

Part assignment 4

Feedback 1

Feedback 2

Feedback 3
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Differences with Project 1 and 2:Larger scaleIndividual taskFeedback face-to-faceReal customer who wanted to have a renewed website



Conclusion: 
Determinants of a success story

• Well considered choice (added value both groups)
• Student-oriented organisation
• Clear information and communication 
• Teacher is responsible for content 
• Teacher is responsible for evaluation
• Tutor training and coaching
• Time
• Motivated and flexible teachers
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Well considered choice, it’s not the best solution for every course in every bvachelor program or for every assignment. Added value for both groups must be clear; if there is any dounbt, you can consider to give students the choice to join voluntarily Strict organisation, especially if student coaching is face to face. Very accessable, need for student-friendly organisation.If feedback is by a digital forum, make sure that your forum can handle this ! WE WILL RESTART IN JANUARY WITH A NEW PAL PROJECT, AND THIS WILL BE OUR MAIN CHALLENGE.  (possibility to keep you updated).Allow time for evaluation, not just for feedback when the assignment is finished. Clear information and communication: About purposeAbout organisation- infrastrcuture for al the coaching moments (of course, in our pilot with online feedback, this was not necessary)How to evaluate: be creative! Peer assessment is a possibility, both for the tutees as for the tutors, but please be careful, don’t just go copy-pasting the outcomes in the student’s feedback: you are the teacher, and you are responsible for evaluation.  The teacher keeps the broader picture, the teacher is the one with experience in assessing in what way a student accomplished a certain competency. Also IN ADVANCE make clear to students what evaluation criteria are: for instance if they work in group, how will the results be influenced by individual work in the group? How will you as teachers observe the groups? How will you observe the coaching of tutors? Tutor training about: Next to input training, find time for individual and/or group coaching of tutors: teachers who think PAL is a way to save them time, will be disappointedTherefore: motivated and flexible teachers are probablt the most import succes factorsThese are just some examples, there are much more ways to try out Peer Assisted Learning. IIf you think that Peer assisted Learning might be one of the ways to cope with one of the challenges you are facing with in your educational system, please don’t hesitate to contact me, I’ll  be glad to help you out with more in foramtion on thedifferent possibiolities of PAL and with a concrete plan on how to introduce PAL in your colleges and universities.
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